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Abstract: We have experimentally implemented a photonics-aided large-capacity fiber-mm-wave
wireless communication system employing a simple dual-polarized single-input single-output (SISO)
wireless based on polarization multiplexing at the W-band. To compare the performance of different
algorithms, 18G-baud, and 35G-baud 16-level quadrature-amplitude-modulation (16QAM), proba-
bilistically shaped 16QAM (PS-16QAM), 64QAM and PS-64QAM signal using different carrier phase
recovery (CPR) algorithms are transmitted in the system. Moreover, we compare the Viterbi–Viterbi
(VV), improved new algorithm based on VV (NVV), blind phase search (BPS), and two-stage BPS
algorithms’ computational complexity to better compare different algorithms. Using the experiment
result, we can demonstrate that the BPS algorithm is about half a magnitude better than the NVV
algorithm for PS-QAM signals, while the NVV algorithm has the lowest computational complexity.
Additionally, we also achieve error-free wireless transmission at a net data rate of 324.1 Gb/s with
the bit error ratio (BER) below the forward-error correction (FEC) threshold of 1 × 10−2 assuming
soft-decision forward-error correction (SD-FEC) when using the BPS algorithm.

Keywords: carrier phase recovery algorithms; computational complexity; PS-MQAM; wireless
transmission; W-band

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data technology,
increasing information has brought great challenges to the current communication sys-
tem [1]. In order to deal with the future significant mobile data traffic, the fiber–wireless
convergence system, which leverages the benefits of both fiber and wireless communication,
can effectively meet the demand of bandwidth for 6G communication work [2,3]. Addi-
tionally, higher-speed communication technology is also becoming increasingly crucial for
future commercial applications [4–6]. Millimeter Wave (mm-wave) technology can provide
a large transmission capacity because of the large available bandwidth, unlike conven-
tional narrowband communications systems, which are overcrowded with current radio
services [7–9]. In addition, the W-band (75–110 GHz) mm-wave technology, which has
abundantly available bandwidth and can support a higher transmission rate, has gained
significant attention [10–12]. The outstanding advantage of photonics-assisted solutions
to increase the capacity of mm-wave wireless communications has been demonstrated.
Figure 1 shows the fiber–wireless-integration mm-wave application scenarios. The sys-
tem architectures can provide broadband transmission and rapid deployment at a low
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cost in areas where optical fibers cannot be deployed, such as mountains, deserts, and
rivers. Mm-wave large-capacity communication systems with a frequency range cover-
ing the entire mm-wave bands have been demonstrated [13–15]. For example, Huang
et al. verified a 114.71-Gbps wireless transmission in a V band fiber–wireless 3 × 3 MIMO
system [16]. Pham Tian Dat et al. have experimentally demonstrated the 132 Gbps 3 × 3
full multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) fiber–wireless seamless system using a com-
bined wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)/polarization-division multiplexing (PDM)
radio-over-fiber (RoF) system at W-band [13]. Yu et al. have experimentally demonstrated
the 432 Gbps PDM-16QAM modulated W-band wireless signal delivery adopting optical
and antenna polarization multiplexing [12]. Li et al. even realized an ultra-high capacity of
1.056-Tb/s wireless transmission on four-lanes four-carriers at D band [4]. However, the
capacities of the above systems are mainly achieved via either the multiple optical carriers
or the multiple wireless lanes with the MIMO scheme. Furthermore, the use of MIMO
wireless links may also encounter some inevitable problems, such as multiple antenna
alignment difficulties and performance degradation due to the crosstalk between the adja-
cent wireless channels. In order to meet the actual application requirements, large-capacity
and high spectral efficiency systems are promising directions.
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By adopting the Maxwell–Boltzmann (MB) distribution, the probabilistic shaping
(PS) technique maximizes the entropy of a given constellation under the average energy
constraint [17–21]. In addition, the PS technique can also improve the nonlinear damage
of the system by enhancing the resistance to nonlinear damage [22–28]. However, some
digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms for PS technology on the receiving end may not
be applicable due to greater phase noise [29–35].

In order to reduce the effect of phase noise caused by PS technology, several phase
compensation algorithms have been studied in recent years. However, conventional DSP
algorithms cannot effectively compensate for phase noise with the increase in transmission
speed and the order of modulation format. As the most important part of DSP, the carrier
phase recovery (CPR) algorithm compensates the phase noise caused by laser linewidth
and mixer noise to make the received phase close to the initial phase. In recent years,
people have proposed more efficient and low-complexity algorithms based on VV and
BPS algorithms or combined with advanced artificial intelligence technology. Table 1
summarizes various advanced improved CPR algorithms in recent years [18,36–39]. The
latest algorithms in recent research have been proven to achieve better performance than
conventional DSP algorithms, showing an excellent capability of mitigating phase noise.
However, most of the methods are only Monte Carlo simulated and are not further verified
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by experiments in these pieces of research. Therefore, achieving a higher net data rate of
probabilistic shaping quadrature–amplitude-modulation (PS-QAM) mm-wave communi-
cation and comparing some CPR algorithms which are suitable for PS technology is still
meaningful research.

Table 1. Summary of the latest CPR algorithms.

Format Factor Baud Algorithm Year Reference

PS-64QAM 0.2 50 SPS 2018 [18]
PS-64QAM 0.25 28 KF-CPR 2020 [36]
PS-64QAM 0.35 / PS-Aware + VV 2020 [37]
PS-16QAM 0.25 10 KL 2021 [38]
PS-64QAM 0.35 32 MPD-BPS 2022 [39]

In this paper, 18G-baud and 35-Gbaud for 16-level quadrature–amplitude-modulation
(16QAM), PS-16QAM, 64QAM and PS-64QAM signals using different CPR algorithms
are transmitted at W-band over the fusion link of 20 km fiber-optic and 1.5 m RF wireless
distance at 92.5 GHz. The system employs a simple dual-polarized single-input single-
output (SISO) wireless link as well as an uncomplicated nonlinear MIMO equalizer. The
transmitted ultra-wideband optical signal is seamlessly and skillfully integrated into the
dual-polarized SISO wireless link. Meanwhile, this is the first time to compare different
CPR algorithms in a large-capacity fiber wireless communication system. Furthermore, the
VV algorithm and the BPS algorithm are the basic components of many algorithms, so we
introduce the principles of the two algorithms and the corresponding improved algorithms
to make performance and complexity comparisons in detail. Finally, we achieve error-free
transmission at a net data rate of 324.1 Gb/s with the bit error ratio (BER) below the FEC
threshold of 1 × 10−2 assuming soft-decision forward-error correction (SD-FEC).

2. Algorithms Principle

In this section, we introduce four traditional CPR algorithms, such as Viterbi–Viterbi
(VV) algorithm, an improved new algorithm based on VV (NVV) and a blind-phase search
(BPS) algorithm and two-stage BPS (2S-BPS) algorithm in detail.

2.1. Probabilistic Shaping (PS)

PS technology can adjust the a priori probability distribution of constellation symbols
to optimize system capacity and realize the signal transmission approaching the 1.53
dB shaping gap. PS technology commonly assigns the transmitted constellation by MB
probability distribution:

PX(xi) =
e(−λ|xi |2)

∑M
k=1 e(−λ|xk |2)

(1)

where xi denotes the i-th complex M-QAM constellation point, λ is the shaping parameter
and M is the constellation size [18]. The optimum of λ varies according to the modulation
format, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal power. PS technology can improve the
system performance and achieve a shaping gain in certain SNR conditions because PS
technology can make the larger amplitudes symbols transmit with lower probabilities. The
entropy of PS-MQAM can be calculated by [23]:

H = −∑M
m=1 PX(Xi)·log2PX(Xi) (2)

2.2. Viterbi–Viterbi Algorithm

For the 16QAM signal, the principle of Viterbi–Viterbi (VV) algorithms is to divide the
all-constellation points into three groups [40]. As shown in Figure 2, the points on the inner
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circle and outer circle belong to class I, and the points on the middle circle belong to class II.
Assume that the total phase of the received signal is:

θk = θS(k) + ∆wkTi + θn + θASE (3)

where θS denotes the information phase, ∆wkTi denotes the phase caused by frequency
offset and has been removed by the previous frequency offset estimation, θn denotes the
phase caused by laser linewidth and θASE denotes the noise phase [40]. Then, the rest phase
can be calculated and wiped off through the fourth power method. So, raise the rest by the
fourth power method:

V4(k) = exp{j4θS(k)}·exp{j4θn}·exp{j4θASE} (4)
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Assume θs =
{

0, π
2 , π,−π

2
}

, we can remove the modulation phase of the points belong
to class I by taking the fourth power of the received QAM signals after judging the obtained
constellation points according to the threshold of three circles. Then, the noise phase can be
removed by adding and averaging V4(k) and the phase offset estimation phase:

θe =
1
4
·arg[∑N

1 V4(i)] (5)

can be obtained after extracting the angle. Finally, the values of the polarization states,
which are multiplied by e−jθe , can compensate the phase after the previous frequency offset
estimation. Furthermore, to obtain more accurate and reliable phase noise estimation, the
output signal is input into the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator.

2.3. Improved New Algorithm Based on VV (NVV)

The conventional VV algorithm estimates the constant phase offset out of the White
Gaussian Noise by averaging over a window with several symbols (assuming a constant
phase offset within the window) [41]. However, due to the strong laser phase noise for
optical transmission, the phase error can change dynamically from symbol to symbol. First,
we can obtain the complex samples of the received complex envelope

Ak
∗ = Ik

∗ + jQk
∗ = C·(Ik + jQk)·e(−j∆φk) + nk

tot = ak
∗·e(jφk

∗) (6)

at the center of the symbols after sampling of the received in-phase and quadrature pho-
tocurrents I∗(t) and Q∗(t). In (6), C is a constant and nk

tot represents the complex shot
noise. The total phase error can be determined from the information provided by each
symbol sample.

∆ϕk
tot = ϕk

∗ − ϕk (7)
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where ϕk
∗ is the received phase and ϕk is the instant modulation angle. For example, for

Square-16-QAM modulation, twelve different phase angles are possible, and the phase
distances are not equal. Thus, the QAM constellation points are partitioned into two groups.
We have the possibility to wipe the modulation for the Class I-points by selecting these
points through amplitude decisions at thresholds in between the three amplitude levels
and then take the fourth power of the received QAM-signal

(Ak
∗)4 = (ak

∗)4·e(j4ϕk
∗) (8)

The phase can only be determined modulo 2π Mod is a kind of modular operation
and its function is to limit the angle between 0◦ and 360◦ (or 0–2π).

arg
{
(Ak

∗)4
}
= (4·ϕk

∗)mod(2π) = π + (4·∆ϕk
tot)mod(2π) (9)

The total phase error can be calculated with an uncertainty of n·π/2.

∆ϕk
tot =

arg(Ak
∗)4 − π

4
± n·π

2
, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,} for class/-points (10)

The correction with the total phase error rotates the phase exactly to the instant
modulation angle ϕk for class II points. Then, we can obtain a Class II correction angle
through the last Class I correction angle. The biggest advantage of this improved algorithm
is that it can improve the performance of the system and reduce the time complexity.

2.4. BPS Algorithm

The BPS algorithm is adaptable to all modulation formats [40]. As shown in Figure 3,
the received optical signal is rotated through the B test phase places in the constellation
plane, respectively, where B is the number of test phases, and the test phase is:

ϕb =
π

2
× b

B
, b ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , B− 1} (11)
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The value that might have been in the interval of [0,2π] was calculated on [0, π/2]
due to the phase ambiguity of π/2. These test phases ϕb are all possible noise values of the
received signal. The value of B will also directly influence the accuracy of the algorithm,
and the estimated value of phase noise will be more accurate when the value of B is larger.
However, accurate estimation will bring the disadvantage of increasing computational
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complexity. Therefore, the main idea of the BPS algorithm is to assume the test phase as far
as possible in advance, then multiply the received optical signal and the test phase to send
to the decision module for judgement, and then calculate the minimum modulus:

min
{∣∣∣d(k,b)

∣∣∣2} = min
{
|ykexp(jϕb)− [ykexp(jϕb)]D|

2
}

(12)

to estimate the phase noise value, a two-stage BPS/ML algorithm has also been proposed
in the other literature. In the first stage, the BPS algorithm is still used for rough estimation
to obtain a rough position of the best phase angle of the constellation point. Because the
precision of the first rough estimation is low, the number of test phases p can be reduced to
improve the problem of high computational complexity. Therefore, an ML phase estimator
can be introduced in the second stage to improve the accuracy of the first-stage estimation.
In short, the BPS algorithm has the advantage of effectively compensating the phase noise
of the 16QAM signal and adapting to the higher-order QAM modulation format, but it will
increase the computational complexity.

2.5. 2S-BPS Algorithm

BPS is a feed-forward algorithm that tests different phases to compensate for phase
distortions. Breaking the BPS algorithm into two stages with B1 and B2 test phases in the
first and the second stages is a common implementation for complexity reduction [35]. The
phase division of the second stage is a redivision of the first stage. The 2S-BPS algorithm
tests up to B1(B2 + 1) different phase values while the complexity is proportional to BT = B1
+ B2. Comparing the BPS algorithm, the complexity of the 2S-BPS algorithm will reduce
greatly. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the 2S-BPS diagram.
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3. Experiment Setup

At the optical transmitter module, as shown in Figure 5a, we employ the two free-
running tunable external cavity lasers (ECL-1 and ECL-2) with 100 kHz linewidth. ECL1
operates at 1549.316 nm with 14 dBm output power, and ECL2 with an output power of
8 dBm has a frequency offset of 92.5 GHz from the ECL1. A 92 Gb/s arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG, M8196A) with a 3 dB analog bandwidth of 32 GHz and 8-bit resolution
produces the in-phase and quadrature components of 16QAM and 64QAM signals. Next,
the output optical signals from the I/Q modulator after passing through the polarization
multiplexer module are amplified by a polarization-maintaining erbium-doped fiber ampli-
fier (PM-EDFA) to compensate for the insertion loss of the modulator. In the polarization
multiplexer module, the polarization-maintaining optical coupler (OC) is utilized to split
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the signal into two branches. One arm contains an optical delay line (DL) to provide a
symbol delay. Finally, a polarization beam combiner (PBC) is used to recombine the signals.
Polarization controllers (PCs) are required to adjust the incident direction to maximize
output power. The optical signal and ECL-2 are combined using an OC, and then the
coupled signal is transmitted over 20 km standard single-mode fiber (SSMF).
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At the wireless transmitter module, another EDFA is used to adjust the power and the
optical signal is then adjusted by a variable optical Attenuator. The X- and Y- polarization
diversities are achieved through a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and then enter the
photodetectors (PDs) with a responsivity of 0.6 A/W and 3 dB bandwidth of 100 GHz to
generate W-band mm-wave signals. Then, the signals from the PDs are amplified by LNA1
and LNA2 with 35 dB gain, respectively, to maximize the mm-wave wireless air interface
rate (WAIR). The above two W-band components (LNA1 and LNA2) are transparently
transmitted by a dual-polarized single-input single-output (SISO) wireless link. To separate
the dual orthogonally polarized channels at the W-band, we use a pair of orthomode
transducers (OMT1 and OMT2) with 35 dB isolation between two orthogonal polarization
directions as H/V diplexers for communication links. Subsequently, the signals are trans-
mitted to wireless space and received by a pair of conical horn antennas (CA1 and CA2)
with a total gain of 2 × 30 dBi. We use a pair of OMTs and a pair of CA to achieve the trans-
parent transmission of a dual-polarized SISO wireless link. The stability and robustness of
optical wireless integrated systems can be significantly improved obviously because the
SISO link structure simplifies the traditional complicated 2 × 2 MIMO wireless links.

At the wireless receiver module, the mm-wave output signals from OMT2 are down-
converted to an intermediate-frequency (IF) by two mixers actuated by an RF carrier source.
By setting the input RF source to 18.85 GHz, we can obtain two IF signals with the central
frequency of 20.6 GHz (18.85 × 6 − 92.5 = 20.6 GHz). Then, the obtained intermediate-
frequency (IF) signal at 20.6 GHz is enhanced by electrical amplifiers (EAs) and captured
by a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) with an operating sample rate of 128 GSa/s and
3 dB bandwidth of 59 GHz for decoding. The main DSP module at the transmitting end
and the receiving end of the experimental setup are shown in Figure 5b,c. In the receiving
end, the received signal is processed by resampling, Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
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process (GSOP). CMA equalization algorithm can effectively suppress system noise and
crosstalk and has the function of polarization demultiplexing. In the frequency offset
estimation (FOE) step, the residual frequency offset of the received signal resulting from
frequency drifts of the lasers is removed. Moreover, we use and compare four kinds of
algorithms in the CPR module to carry on phase recovery, respectively. The linear intra-
and inter-crosstalk between the two polarization directions have been overcome by the
prior CMA filter in our fiber-wireless hybrid channels. However, nonlinear crosstalk still
remains, which may degrade the system performance to a great extent. So, we also employ a
second-order MIMO Volterra nonlinear equalizer (VNE) due to compromise to estimate the
nonlinear impairment. The X- and Y-polarization signals can be jointly equalized through
MIMO VNE, and the technology can not only keep the two BER balanced but also improve
performance when using MIMO VNE. Additionally, a 57-tap direct-detection least mean
square (DD-LMS) equalizer is employed to compensate for the remaining linear damage.
Figure 5d shows the optical spectrum after optical polarization diversity. The signal and
the local oscillator (LO) have 92.5 GHz frequency spacing and a 10-dB power difference.
Figure 5e,f shows the experimental setup and the picture of different experimental devices.

4. Experiment Results

In this section, we analyze the experiment result through the BER performance of
23-Gbaud and 35-Gbaud for 16QAM, PS-16QAM, 64QAM and PS-64QAM signal and
the computational complexity of the four kinds of CPR algorithms (VV algorithm, NVV
algorithm, BPS algorithm and 2S-BPS algorithm).

4.1. The Experiment Result of 16QAM and PS-16QAM

Figure 6a,b illustrate the BER performance of 23-Gbaud and 35-Gbaud for 16QAM
and PS-16QAM signals versus the input power of PDs. As shown in Figure 7a,b, shows the
electrical spectrum of the obtained 20.6 GHz IF signal after analog down conversion and
illustrates the probabilistic shaping diagram of PS-16QAM when λ (shaping factor) is 0.02.
Figure 8a,b show the constellation diagrams of 35-Gbaud 16QAM and PS-16QAM.

The experiment results in Figure 6 depict the BER performance of PS-16QAM is better
than that of 16QAM for all input power points. Especially for the 35-Gbaud 16QAM signal,
the BER performance of the 16QAM signal combined with PS technology can achieve
below 10−4. Note that the behavior of the BER curves is non-monotonic because of the
existence of saturation phenomenon. Initially, the BER performance of the system improves
as the input power for all situations when the power is in the noise-limited case. However,
BER performance starts to degrade when the input power is higher than 3 dBm for the
non-linear case for the 23-Gbaud 16QAM signal. The best BER performance can even reach
the situation of error-free (<1× 10−5) when the input power is around 3 dBm using the four
kinds of algorithms. Furthermore, the BER performance of the BPS algorithm is the worst
among the four kinds of algorithms for 23-Gbaud 16QAM. The improved VV algorithm’s
BER performance is the best and a little better than the other algorithms. Nevertheless, for
the PS-16QAM signal, the BER performance of the BPS algorithm is better than the other
algorithms because the BPS algorithm tests more phase angles and has higher estimation
accuracy than the other algorithms. The two types of VV algorithms’ BER performance
are similar, but the time complexity of the improved VV algorithm is lower than another
algorithm. The time complexity of the BPS algorithm for 16QAM and PS-16QAM is the
worst because the algorithm will divide as many test phases as possible in an interval to
estimate the phase. So, we use a two-stage approach called 2S-BPS algorithm to reduce the
time complexity of the BPS algorithm, but the BER performance of 2S-BPS algorithm is
a little bit worse than that of the BPS algorithm. As shown in Figure 6b, the trend of the
BER curves of four algorithms for the 35-Gbaud 16QAM signal is similar to that for the
23-Gbaud signal. The BER performance of the 23-Gbaud signal is significantly about two
magnitudes better than that of 35-Gbaud signal for 16QAM and PS-16QAM. As shown in
Figure 8, the constellation diagram of 16QAM has little difference from the constellation
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diagram of PS-16QAM when λ is 0.02. Especially when the input power is around 3 dBm
for the PS-16QAM signal, we can achieve error-free wireless transmission over the fusion
link of 20 km fiber-optic and 1.5 m RF wireless distance with a BER below the FEC threshold
of 1 × 10−4 assuming SD-FEC.
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4.2. The Experiment Result of 64QAM and PS-64QAM

Then, we also demonstrate and compare the BER performance of 23-Gbaud and
35-Gbaud for 64QAM and PS-64QAM signals in Figure 9a,b. Figure 10a shows the electrical
spectrum of the obtained 20.6 GHz IF signal after analog down conversion. Figure 10b
illustrates that the probabilistic shaping diagram of PS-64QAM when λ (shaping factor)
is 0.02. The constellation diagrams of 35-Gbaud 64QAM and PS-64QAM are shown in
Figure 11a,b.
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The high-order QAM format can significantly enhance spectral efficiency and generate
high-rate data to improve the system throughput compared with the simple and low-
order modulation scheme. However, high-order modulation increases the demand for
SNR, resulting in poorer BER performance for 64QAM signals compared with 16QAM
signals. For example, the BER performance of the 35-Gbaud signal for 16QAM is about
two magnitudes better than that of the 35-Gbaud signal for 64QAM. Furthermore, the
trend of BER for 64QAM and PS-64QAM is similar to 16QAM and PS-16QAM, and the
minimum BER value of the input power is also around 3 dBm. Similarly, the performance
of BER will initially improve with the increase in input optical power for the four CPR
algorithms. However, the performance will also decline gradually due to the fact that the
input optical power is saturated when the optical power is higher than 3 dBm. We can
further increase the throughput and spectral efficiency of the communication system when
the combination of the PS technology and high-order QAM format is employed. We can
easily find that the high-amplitude symbols of the constellation diagrams for PS-64QAM
are reduced compared to 64QAM. The decrease in the probability of the high-amplitude
λ symbols makes the PS-QAM signals less susceptible to the nonlinearity introduced by
LNAs and PDs. Especially when λ is bigger, the probability of the high-amplitude symbol
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is smaller, and the receiving end signal is harder to recover. Furthermore, the performance
of the 23-Gbaud PS-64QAM signal is about one magnitude better than that of the 35-Gbaud
PS-64QAM signal. Especially for the 35-Gbaud 64QAM signal, the BER performance of the
64QAM signal combined with PS technology can achieve below 10−2 for four algorithms.
In consideration of the overhead of the SD-FEC, the total maximum net data of the system
is 2 × 35 × [5.83 – 6 × (1 − 0.8)] = 324.1 Gbps.

4.3. Computational Complexity Analysis

Finally, the computational complexities of the four above-mentioned CPR algorithms
are investigated. Based on the result given in [42,43], we can easily compare the complexities
of the four kinds of CPR algorithms through the real additions (or subtractions), the real
multiplications (or divisions) and computation of root squares. The number of each type of
operation is shown in Table 2, where N1 represents the length of symbol sequence per block
of the BPS algorithm, BM indicates the total number of test phases of the BPS algorithm,
B1 and B2 (BT = B1 + B2) indicate the number of test phases for the first and second stages
of 2S-BPS algorithm, N2 (about 10N1) represents the length of symbol sequence per block
of the other two algorithms. Through using a two-stage method, the complexity of the
BPS algorithm will greatly reduce while the performance of the 2S-BPS algorithm has
little change. Furthermore, the improved new algorithm based on VV also has lower
performance than the VV algorithm. Because the algorithm principle is different, the
complexity of the algorithm based on the VV principle is much lower than that based on
the BPS principle. From Table 1, we can obviously see that the computational complexity
of the BPS algorithm is the biggest, and the computational complexity of the improved VV
algorithm is the smallest.

Table 2. Computational complexity for CPR algorithms.

BPS 2S-BPS VV + ML NVV

Addition N1BM + BM + 1 N1BT + BT + 2 7N2 + 2 N2 + 2
Multiplication 2N1BM + 3BM 2N1BT + 3BT 10N2 + 2 N2 + 4

Square root 0 0 2 1

5. Discussion

In conclusion, by using a photonics-aided scheme, the different signals at different
baud rates using different carrier phase recovery (CPR) algorithms are transmitted at W-
band over the fusion link of 20 km fiber-optic and 1.5 m RF wireless distance at 92.5 GHz.
Compared with the other three algorithms, the BPS algorithm is more suitable for PS-QAM
signal because of testing more phase angles, but it will have higher computational complex-
ity than other algorithms. However, PS impact on BPS can also affect the overall system
performance, especially under the conditions of a low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore,
algorithms with better performance and more suitable for PS technology will be further
researched in future work.
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